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Weaving
Jaipur Rugs has given traditional carpet weaving in India a fresh lease of life by
providing sustainable livelihood opportunities to 40,000 artisans in over 600
villages. Talking to founder Nand Kishore Chaudhary, MARWAR finds he has
not only opened up a global market for rural hands, but also improved their
lives through welfare activities related to education, skills training, health and
sanitation, and women empowerment.
Text ✲ Pooja Mujumdar

Set in a beautifully groomed
neighbourhood in America, the house is
splendidly opulent. In the drawing room, an
enormous pastoral landscape mural fills the
largest wall, but what attracts attention most
is the striking, colourful rug lying in the middle
of the room. Created by hand-weaving nearly
one lakh asymmetric knots of hand spun wool
and bamboo silk in every square metre, the
10x14-feet rug has been meticulously produced
by rural artisans employed by Jaipur Rugs, an
export-oriented, high-end carpet and rug
maker from Jaipur. “Some of the most beautiful
hand-knotted, tufted and flat-woven rugs in more
than 40 countries across the world have been woven
by our network of 40,000 home-based artisans
spread across India,” says Nand Kishore Chaudhary,
the 61-year-old founder of Jaipur Rugs.
Empowering artisans
“The only thing that drives prosperity and job
creation and helps people earn a sustainable

livelihood is entrepreneurship or business,”
states Chaudhary. Established in 1999, Jaipur
Rugs is helping impoverished and illiterate
weavers—approximately 85 per cent of whom
are women—from the most economically
disadvantaged regions of Rajasthan, Gujarat, Bihar,
Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh
gain access to local employment. According to
Chaudhary, “Our weavers come from families
below the poverty line; for some, the work at the
loom represents their sole source of earning,
while for others—weavers who work part-time—
taking up weaving is a means to supplement
earnings from other pursuits.” Though the
artisans are not on the company’s payroll, they
are provided professional help and training
in advanced carpet weaving techniques and
quality control. “The looms are provided
directly to them, so that they can work from
home. This allows women weavers to take time
off to look after their families and do household
chores,” says Chaudhary.

Nand Kishore
Chaudhary
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Clockwise from top left: Chaudhary being felicitated with Ernst
& Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year award for the best start-up in
2010; Kavita Chaudhary, Design Director, Jaipur Rugs; Nand
Kishore Chaudhary signing an MoU for employment creation with
the then chief minister of Gujarat, Narendra Modi, at the
Vibrant Gujarat Summit in 2011

in modules of 25 weavers each, to read
and write. Currently in its sixth phase,
the programme is tutoring around 150
women across six villages of Rajasthan.
In 2013, British firm Diageo,
in association with the British Council,
launched the ‘Young Women Social
Entrepreneurship Development
Programme’ in India. The programme
sought to identify women working in
social enterprises and organisations
that support women and coach them
to become ‘master trainers’, who could
in turn train aspiring women social
entrepreneurs. Two employees from
JRF were invited to attend a seven-day
training programme at the prestigious
Indian Institute of Management
Kozhikode (IIM-K). “Richard Everitt,
Director Education, British Council
India, met me at the Jaipur Rugs head
office. As 85 per cent of our weavers
were women, I felt it was a good idea
to collaborate with the British Council,”
says Chaudhary. The first chapter of the
three-day programme made its debut
in 2014 at Narhet, a village in Alwar
district, Rajasthan. Women from the grass
roots, aged between 18 and 35,
were taught to change the way they

approached their work and develop an
entrepreneurial mindset. The second
phase was initiated in January 2015 at
Bariana village, Khawrani, while the latest
one took place at Med village, Jaipur,
from June 16-18.
Spools of memory
Chaudhary’s tryst with carpet weaving
began in 1978 in the sleepy Churu
district in Rajasthan. His father, Bhani
Ram Chaudhary, owned a shoe shop
there, and after graduating with a
bachelor’s degree in commerce from
Lohia College, Chaudhary joined the
business. “Back then, Churu was a small
town without much purchasing power,
and I soon realised that there wasn’t
much potential in selling branded shoes,”
shares Chaudhary. In the late 1970’s
and the early 1980’s, India witnessed
a huge jump in the demand for handknotted carpets.
The phenomenon spiked Chaudhary’s
interest in the carpet industry. “Back
home in Churu, the government
had set up a training centre to help
weavers master carpet-weaving skills. I
thought that if I were to start my carpet
business, then sourcing skilled weavers

would not be difficult,” he says. He
saw that weaving was mostly done by
untouchables, and despite resistance
from his family, he decided to hire a
master weaver and eight weavers from
the socially backward Chamar caste.
It is this passion for philanthropy that
has earned the foundation noteworthy
awards including the Social Enterprise
Award by Sankalp Forum in 2010;
Villgro Social Enterprise Award 2011 by
Villgro Innovations Foundation India;
Times of India Social Impact Award
2012; and Social Innovation Honours
2014 by NASSCOM Foundation. In
2010, management guru C K Prahalad
released a case study on Jaipur Rugs in his
globally acclaimed book, The Fortune at
the Bottom of the Pyramid, which features
Chaudhary’s business philosophy.
The foundation is currently
focusing its efforts on changing the
prevailing gender ideology in the
carpet weaving industry—to demystify
the image generally held by the
masses about women being housewives
and mothers only. And as for the
future, Chaudhary hopes to include
weavers’ contribution in the national
economic statistics. ✲

